
DEVOTIONAL DAY 1:  
I  AM A MYSTERY TO MYSELF 

WORD 
“What I don’t understand about myself is that I decide one way, but then I act another, doing 

things I absolutely despise. So if I can’t be trusted to figure out what is best for myself and then 
do it, it becomes obvious that God’s command is necessary.” 

Rom 7:14-16 MSG 

Hamartia (the sin nature in me) is a part of my human make up. To deny its existence is to give                     
its power over me. The greatest self growth point is to recognise this sin principle within me. To                  
acknowledge its existence but refusing to give it control. This sin nature makes me a mystery to                 
myself. It shatters the sham that I am in total control of myself. Just when I think I can decide                    
what to do, I find myself doing the complete opposite. At this point I realise that God's command                  
is necessary. I cannot find what is just, right and fair by myself, especially when I cannot figure                  
out what is good for me. God's commands give me direction and a standard to understand I                 
must reach even though I may struggle to attain it fully. The command is righteous but I am not.                   
The command is just and I am not. The command therefore shows me where I fall short.  

APPLICATION 
Have you realised that you are not really in control of yourself? 

PRAYER 
Ask the Lord to show you why you are not in control. 



 DEVOTIONAL DAY 2:  
 THE ROOT OF SELF SABOTAGE 

WORD 
“But I need something more! For if I know the law but still can't keep it, and if the POWER 

OF SIN (HAMARTIA) WITHIN ME KEEPS SABOTAGING MY BEST INTENTIONS, I obviously 
need help! I realize that I don't have what it takes. I CAN WILL IT, BUT I CAN'T DO IT. I decide 

to do good, but I don't really do it; I decide not to do bad, but then I do it anyway.” 
Rom 7:17-20 MSG 

I am not in control of myself and knowing the command of God does not mean that I will fulfill it.                     
This hamartia (sin nature) keeps me from fully living it out because it sabotages my efforts to                 
attain it. It is a power to be reckoned with. In and of myself I am powerless against it. It is                     
something I inherited, something I cannot fully understand apart from God's word. The only              
conclusion I can arrive at is that "I obviously need help". I need help from someone outside                 
myself and the human condition (i.e. someone that is not a part of this cycle in the human                  
condition). I am in a sea of sinfulness, drowning albeit my best efforts to keep afloat. Where is                  
the life buoy and who will throw me one? 

APPLICATION 
Do you agree that you even struggle to fulfill God's commands? 

PRAYER 
Ask God for the grace to do what he has commanded you to do. 



 DEVOTIONAL DAY 3: 
THE FLAW WITHIN 

WORD 
“My decisions, such as they are, don't result in actions. Something has gone wrong deep 

within me and gets the better of me every time. It happens so regularly that it's predictable. 
The moment I decide to do good, sin is there to trip me up.” 

Rom 7:20-23 MSG 

This hamartia (sin nature) is pervasive. I see it all around me. It is a flaw deep within me. So                    
deep, that I cannot clearly understand it or know it. I find it gets the better of me "every time". It                     
is constantly present, at work within me to trip me up and make me stumble. So much so that I                    
feel like giving up and giving in. But thank God there is another that is with me constantly, the                   
Spirit of grace given to me by God. He is also called the "parakletos" (one who is there to help).                    
He is not intimidated by my weakness nor is he turned away at my flaws, no rather he supplies                   
me with God's strength and keeps me standing when I am supposed to fall. When I am                 
vulnerable and honest with him, he always comes through with what is needed for the moment.  

APPLICATION 
Have you started to lean more on the Spirit's help when you are weak? 

PRAYER 
Ask right now for the Spirit's intervention in an area where you need help. 



DEVOTIONAL DAY 4: 
REBELLIOUS PARTS 

WORD 
“I truly delight in God's commands, but it's pretty obvious that not all of me joins in that 

delight. PARTS OF ME COVERTLY REBEL, AND JUST WHEN I LEAST EXPECT IT, THEY 
TAKE CHARGE. I've tried everything and nothing helps. I am at the end of my rope.” 

Rom 7:21-24 MSG 

When I find myself loving parts of God's word and despising other parts of God's word, I realise                  
that there are parts of me that are in a state of rebellion against God. It is not all of me, just parts                       
of me but it is enough for me to be sluggish at best or paralysed at worst in regard to following                     
God as I should. These rebellious parts give themselves to all kinds of addictions so not to                 
follow God's command. They are in outright rebellion. Sometimes, they are so forceful that they               
take charge of all of me. Standing strong in these moments is a matter of grace rather than of                   
personal strength. These moments drive me deeper into dependence on the grace of God. I               
must learn that getting to the end of my rope is the start of the unfathomable and unending                  
grace of God. That is why the Apostle Paul can exclaim "I will most gladly, boast in my                  
weakness so that the power of Christ may rest upon me". There is no situation nor event that                  

can topple me when I am held by the grace of God.

APPLICATION 
Have you recognise these rebellious parts in you? 

PRAYER 
Ask the Lord to reveal them to you and give them over to Him 



DEVOTIONAL DAY 5: 
THANK GOD FOR JESUS 

WORD 
“Is there no one who can do anything for me? Isn't that the real question? The answer, thank 
God, is that Jesus Christ can and does. HE ACTED TO SET THINGS RIGHT IN THIS LIFE 

OF CONTRADICTIONS where I want to serve God with all my heart and mind, but am pulled by 
the influence of sin to do something totally different.” 

Rom 7:24-25 MSG 

Jesus is the only one qualified to help me in this great dilemma. He is the One that descended                   
from heaven,born of a virgin and is therefore not affected by this human flaw passed down the                 
generations. He by grace and the Spirit, sets things right within me. He reconciles the               
contradictions within me, as only he can. He allows me to enter in more and more into the                  
obedience to God I so desperately desire. Thank God for Jesus who understands my state and                
still stands with me. Thank God for Jesus, who perpetually gives me hope in victory and triumph                 
through the new nature that he has given me. 

APPLICATION 
Have you discovered the power of Jesus to reconcile the contradictions? 

PRAYER 
Ask God to help you see why you should be deeply grateful to God for Jesus. 




